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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are correct regarding the security policy
parameter policy-rematch?
(Choose two.)
A. Configuration changes to existing policies cause
re-evaluation of current sessions.
B. Configuration changes to existing policies do not impact
current sessions.
C. Configuration changes to the action field of a policy from
permit to either deny or reject cause all existing sessions to
continue.
D. Configuration changes to the action field of a policy from
permit to either deny or reject cause all existing sessions to
drop.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is NOT one of the components of
multifactor authentication?
A. Something the user sends
B. Something the user is
C. Something the user has
D. Something the user knows
Answer: A
Explanation:
Multifactor authentication systems are composed of something
the user knows, has, and/or is, not something the user sends.
Multifactor authentication commonly uses something that a user
knows, has, and/or is (such as biometrics or features).

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have the dataset shown in the following exhibit.
You need to ensure that the visual shows only the 10 cities
that have the highest sales profit.
What should you do?
A. Configure the Sales Profit measure to use the RANKX
function.
B. Add a Top N filter to the visual.
C. Add a calculated column to the table that returns the city
name if the city is in the top 10, otherwise the calculated
column will return "Not in Top 10". In the visual, replace
Sales Profit with the calculated column.
D18912E1457D5D1DDCBD40AB3BF70D5D
D. Add a calculated column to the table that uses the TOPN
function. In the visual, replace Sales Profit with the
calculated column.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Power BI Top N Filters are useful to display the top performing
records, and Bottom N filters are helpful to display the least
performing records. For example, we can display top or bottom
10 products by orders or sales.
Note:
* Select the Column you want to display the Top Sales Profit
* Then change the Filter Type of that Column to Top N
* Fill in Top / Bottom number field
* And lastly drag to the By Value filed your Sales Profit
:
https://www.tutorialgateway.org/power-bi-top-10-filters/
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